We improve on random sampling techniques for approximately solving problems that involve cuts in graphs. We give a lineartime construction that transforms any graph on n vertices into an O(n log n)-edge graph on the same vertices whose cuts have approximately the same value as the original graph's. In this new graph, for example, we can run the O(rmz)-time maximum flow algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan to find an s-t minimum cut in 0(n2) time. This corresponds to a (1 + c)-times minimum s-t cut in the original graph. In a similar way, we can approximate a sparsest cut in O(nz) time.
Introduction
Several papers by Karger [Kar94b, Kar94a, Kar96] have recent Iy shown that random sampling is an effective tool for problems involving cuts in graphs. A cut is a partition of a graph's vertices into two groups; its value is the number, or in weighted graphs the total weight, of edges with one endpoint in each side of the cut. Many problems depend only on cut values: the connectivity of a graph is the minimum value of a graph cut; the maximum flow that can be routed froms tot is the value of the minimum cut separating s and t;a minimum bisection is the smallest cut that splits the graph into two equal-sized pieces.
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.$3.50 Lemma 1.1 L.zt G have minimum cut c. Build G' by including every edge from G withpmbability p. Ifp >8 (log n) /ez c then withprvbability 1 -l/n every cut in G' has v'alue within (I+e) of its expectation.
Thus, for example, the minimum cut of G' is close to pc. Therefore, if we are willing to settle for an approximation, we can find the minimum cut in G', which has fewer edges than G, and from it derive an approximately minimum cut of G. This scheme can be used to approximate the minimum cut in d(m) time [Kar94a] . Unfortunately, the requirement that p>> l/c limits the effectiveness of this scheme. It means that in a graph with m edges, we can only reduce the number of edges to m/c. Thus, when c is small, we gain little. Results can be even worse in weighted graphs.
Our Results
In this paper, we show how nonum~ontr sampling can be used to remove random sampling's dependence on c. Our main result is the following:
Theoretn L2 Given a graph G andan errorparameter q there is a graph G' such that q G' has O(n log n /E2 ) edges and * the value of every cut in G' is (1 + c) times the value of the corresponding cut in G.
G' can be constructed in O(m log2 n) time ifG is urrweighted and in O (m log3 n) time of G is weighted.
It follows that for any algorithm to (even approximately) solve a cut problem, if we are willing to accept an approximate answer, we can substitute n log n for any factor of m in the running time. Our applications of this result are the following: Corollary 1.3 In an undirected graph, a (1 + e) times minimum s-t cut can be found in 0(n2 / e2) time. Corollary 1.4 In an undirected graph, a (1 + e) times minimum s-t cut of value v can be found in 6(nv/e2 ) time.
Corollary 1.5 An O(log n) -approximation to the sparsest cut in an undirected graph can be found in b (n2 /e2 ) time.
These corollaries follow by applying our sampling scheme to (respectively) the maximum flow algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88], the classical augmenting-paths algorithm for maximum flow [FF56, AM093] , and the Klein-Stein-Tardos algorithm for approximating the sparsest cut [KST90].
Our Methods Compression
Our approach modifies the uniform sampling scheme described in Lemma 1.1. That scheme sampled all graph edges with the same probability.
Here we show that a graph with many edges has "dense regions" that can be sampled sparsely (with lower probability than the general graph), ensuring that not too many edges are sampled overall. Consider a c'-connected induced subgraph of G with c' > c. Lemma 1.1 says that we can ssmple the edges of this subgraph with probability 6(1/c') without introducing significant error in the cut vrdues. More generally, we can sample an edge with probability inversely proportional to the connectivity of any subgraph containing that edge.
To take advantage of this fact, we will show that almost all the edges are in components with large connectivities and can therefore be sampled with low probability-the more edges, the less likely they are to be sampled. We can therefore construct an O (n log n)-edge graph that, regardless of the minimum cut value, accurately approximates all cut values.
In addition to proving that such sampling works, we give fast algorithms for identifying the dense regions and determining the correct sampling probabilities from them. This involves an extension of the sparse certificate technique of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [N192b] .
Our approach works for unweighed and weighted graphs. Initially, we will focus our discussion on unweighed graphs. We extend our results for weighted graphs in Section 5.
Our ideas are formalized in the following definitions and theorems.
Strong Connectivity
We first formalize the notion of subgraphs with large connectivities. Definition 1.6 A graph is k-connected $thevalue of each cut in G is at least k.
Definition
1.7 A k-strong component is a maximal k-connected vertex-induced subgraph.
It follows that the k-strong components partition the vertices of a graph and that the (k + 1)-strong components are a refinement of the partition into k-strong components. Definition 1.8 The strong connectivity of an edge e, denoted c., is the maximum value of k such that a k-strong component contains e. We say e is k-strong 1~its strong connectivity is k or more, and k-weak otherwise.
Note that the strong connectivity of an edge differs from the standard definition of comectivity: Definition 1.9 The (standard) connectivity of an edge e is the minimum value of a cut separating its enopoints.
Consider the graph with edges (s, vi) and (v,, t) for z = 1 ,. ... n. Vertices s and t have (standard) comectivity n but only have strong connectivity 1. An edge's strong connectivity is always less than its connectivity since a cut of value less than k separating the endpoints of an edge implies that there is no k-connected component containing both endpoints.
As was stated above, we aim to sample edges with varying probabilities. This eliminates the linear-scaling behavior of the sampled cut values. To recover this behavior, we make the following definition. Definition 1.10 Given a graph G and compression probabilities p, for each edge e, we build a compressed graph G~,] by including edge e in G~e] with probability p., and giving it weight l/pe z~it is included.
Since the expected weight of any edge in the graph is 1, every cut's expected value is equal to its original value.
The Main Theorems
We now use the above definitions to describe our results. In our theorems, we use a constant compression factor p. We choose the compression factor so as to satisfy a given error bound e: In particular, to achieve any constant error in cuts values, one can choose p to yield O (n log n) edges in the compressed graph.
Previous results
In this section, we describe some ingredients of previous work that will be used in our result.
Uniform Sampling
We begin with the edge-sampling scheme of [Kar94a]. Definition 1.13 For an unweighed graph G, let each edge e have a random variable X, assigned to it. We obtain arandom weighted graph G (X. ) by putting weight Xe on edge e.
Note the use of parenthesis versus brackets to distinguish general sampling from compression. Note also that the special case of assigning weight Oto an edge corresponds to not putting the edge in G(X. ) at all-this means G (X. ) can have fewer edges than G. Theorem 1.14 (Sampling [Kar94a]) Let X. be a collection of random variables fore 6 G such that O < X.~M for all e. Let E be the minimum expected value of any cut in G (X.).
With probability 1 -O(l/nd ), every cut in G(X. ) has value between (1 + e) and (1 -c) times its expected value, where
What this Sampling Theorem essentially says is that the key to a good error bound is to have no one edge contribute a significant portion to the weight of any cut. As a particular example, suppose we take a graph with minimum cut c and sample every edge with probability p = El((log rt)/c2c). This corresponds to a variable { X= = 1 with probability p, O otherwise.
We can plug these variables into the sampling theorem with M = 1 and & = pc = fl(log n), Thus the sampled graph will approximate all original graph cuts to within (1 + e) (in a scaled sense). The Sampling Theorem is used in algorithms for approximating minimum cuts and maximum flows and for solving network design problems [Kar94b, Kar94a] . It also plays an important role in a near linear time algorithm for finding minimulm cuts exactly [Kar96] .
Sparse Certificates
The other tool we use is sparse certificates. Definition 1.15 A sparse k-connectivity certificate, or simply a k-certificate, for an n-vertex graph G is a subgraph H of G such fhat I. H contains at most k (n -1) edges, and 2!. H contains all edges crossing cuts of value k or less.
[t follows from this definition that if a cut has value v < k in G, then it has the same value v in H since all edges from it must be in the certificate. On the other hand, any cut of value greater than k in G has value at least k in If. Therefore, if we are looking for cuts of value less than kin G, we might as well look for them in If, since they are the same. The advantage is that H may have many fewer edges than G.
Nagarnochi and Ibaraki [N192b, N192a] used sparse certificates in an O(rnn)-time algorithm for computing the minimum cut in a graph. They gave an algorithm [N192b] that constructs a sparse k-connectivity certificate in O (rrz) time on unweighed graphs, independent of k. They also gave a weighted-graph algorkhm with an O(m + nlog n) running time [N192a] . Note that in weighted graphs, we define a sparse certificate as follows: we equate an edge of weight w with a set of w unweighed edges with the same endpoints-the bound on size becomes a bound on the total weight of certificate edges.
Limitations
We can find approximate minimum cuts efficiently by combining sparse certificates with the Sampling Theorem. Given that the minimum cut is c, we construct a sparse O(c) -connectivity certificate with the same minimum cuts but with O(nc) edges. The edges of this graph can then be sampled with probability @((log n)/c), yielding an O(n. log n)-edge graph with minimum cuts corresponding to approximately minimum cuts in the original graph. In this sample, minimum cuts can be found in~(n) time using Gabow's algorithm [Gab95] for minimum cuts.
Suppose we try to use the above approach to find an s-t minimum cut with value v. By sampling a sparse O(v) -certificate, we can reduce the number of edges to d(nv/c).
We cannot take a sparser certificate without potentially damaging the cuts we aim to find, and we cannot decrease the sampling probability without substantially increasing the variance in cut values. Thus the number of edges, and hence any improved running time to approximate an s-t minimum cut, will depend on the ratio of v to c which could be arbitrarily large, Our introduction of nonuniform sampling allows us to overcome this limitation.
Definitions
In the bulk of this paper, G denotes an unweighed undirected graph with n vertices and m edges; parallel edges are allowed. We also consider weighted graphs. If running times are not relevant, we can treat an edge of weight w as a set of w parallel edges with the same endpoints.
If F is a weighted graph, wt(e, I') denotes the weight of edge e @ F. For a constant~, -yF denotes a graph with all edge weights multiplied by~. We extend this notion when r-, is a vector over the edge set and let r-. F denote a graph with wt(e, r-eF) = re wt(e, F), A cut C is a partition of the vertices into two subsets. The value VAL(C, G) of the cut in (a weighted or unweighed) graph G is the total weight (or number) of edges with endpoints in different subsets. If it does not lead to ambiguity, we also let G denote the vector of all cut values of a graph G, ordered canonically by vertex partitions. We therefore say that G < F if G and F have the same vertex set and the value of each cut in G is not more than that of the corresponding cut in F. For a scalar or vectorv, we say that v c (l+c)v' if (1 -e)v' < v < (1+.s)v'. We say that an event occurs with high probability if its probability is 1-O(n-d ) for some parameter d. An event occurs with very high probability if the probability it does not occur is exponentially small inn. Using all of these definitions, the conclusion of the Compression Theorem can be described as follows: with high probability, G~e] E (1 + e)G.
Proofs of the Compression Theorem
We now prove Theorems 1.11 and 1.12. Recall that we compress with probabilities p, = p/cc where C. is the strong connectivity of edge e. Compression is a special case of sampling. We can use Theorem 1.14, with M = max{l/p. I e c G}, to prove an error bound, but it is extremely weak. Our main result will be a much tighter error bound based on connectivity information encoded in the p, -values.
3.1
Bounding the number of edges
We prove Theorem 1.12 first. We bound the expected number of edges by rzp (where p is the compression factor); the high probability result follows by a straightforward Chernoff bound [Che52] . We use the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1 A graph with total edge weight k(n -1)or more has a k-strong component (which maybe the graph itself).
Proofi Let G be a smallest counterexample with n vertices.
Since in particular G is not k-connected, it must have a cut C of value less thank. Let us remove the edges of C and consider the two sides GI and Gz with nl and nz = n -nl vertices respectively. Since G is a smallest counterexample and G1 is not k-strong, G1 must have total edge weight less than k(nl -1). Similarly, Gz has edge weight less than k(nz -1). Adding back the fewer than k edges of C, we see that the total edge weight of G is strictly less than k(nl -1) + k(nz -1)+ k = k(n-1), a contradiction.
c!
We can now prove Theorem 1.12. The expected number of edgesin G~e] is~ee~p,; since wetookp~= min{p/ce, 1}, this value is at most P X,e= c; 1. Let us build a graph@ by taking each edge e of G with weight C;l. It suffices to show that this graph has total edge weight at most n. Assume this is not the case: then by Lemma 3.1, G' has a 1-strong component F'. Let F be the corresponding subgraph of G; let e' have C=, minimum over e E F. By the definition of c=,, F cannot be more than c,, -connected. Hence there is a cut C of F with VAL(C, F) < C.I. Then on one hand, VAL(C, F') > 1; on the other hand, by the minimality of Ce,,
A first error bound
We now give an argument that shows a slightly weaker result than Theorem 1.11. Namely, with the compression factor p, as above, the error bound will be O(e log m), instead of e as in Theorem 1.11. The actual proof in the next subsection follows the same lines but is slightly more involved.
The main proof idea is the following.
For an edge e with strong connectivity C., there is a C. -strong component H of G containing e. Any cut C containing e must cut H, inducing a cut C'. Let us fix p = p/cc. If we sample each edge of H with this probability and give the included edges weight l/p, Theorem 1.14 applied to H (with &f = l/p and 2 = c.) shows that the total weight of edges of C' changes by at most c.
The problem with this approach is that the Sampling Theorem applied to H assumes that all edges in H are being sampled with the same probability p/cc.
Since some of the edges in If may actually be in a c' -strong component with c' >> c~, this assumption could be violated.
To get around this problem, we divide the sampling process into a series of phases: first we flip sampling coins for edges e with c~< 2, then for 2~c~< 4, etc. Clearly this division into phases does not affect the eventual outcome since we flip exactly one coin for each edge. However, in each phase all the coin flips have roughly the same bias so that the Sampling Theorem applies.
Let us decorn)ose G into graphs graphs Gi for i~O, such that e E Gi if 2'~C. < 2'+1. Graph G; contains the edges whose coins we flip in the i-th phase. Let Fi = U i >i Gj; then Fi is the set of all 2'-strong components.
In ph&~i, we flip coins for the edges of Gi while the other edges of G are left alone. To see how this affects the cuts in G, consider each 2'-strong component H in G independently.
The edges of H n G; are sampled with probability p/cc. The edges of H -Gi are left alone~uivttlently, we cart think of sampling them with probability 1. Formally, we can define random variables X$) to the edges c by taking pQ = p/c~and setting {{ l/p. with probability p= x:%) = o } ife EGi otherwise 1 ife$ G,.
Now consider H(Xji)
). Theorem 1.14 applies with t~2' and M = 2'+1 /p.. Thus with high probability
By combining the disjoint 2i-strong components that makeup F,, we deduce that F. (X!) ) E (1&e/2) F,. Notice the importance of defining Gi such that all C. in it are within a constant ratio we must keep? and&f near each other in Theorem 1.14. The total error we incur during compression is bounded by the sum of all individual e-error terms overall the coin-flipping phases. Since the maximum possible strong connectivity of any edge is m, there are at most log m phases for a total error of e log m. More formally, we have:
Here (1) follows by the decomposition of G into Gi, (2) by Theorem 1.14, and (3-4) by Fi = Gi U Ft+l. 
3.3
An improved error bound
The above argument introduces art extra log m factor in the error bound our next analysis improves on this bound and thus lets us get by with fewer sampled edges. We use the same ideas as in the previous subsection. We let G; and Fi be as before, and bound the relative error arising by sampling from Gi separately for all values of i. Our improvement over the previous proof is the following. There when we flipped coins for Gi, we added the edges of F,+l so that we could use Theorem 1.14. The reason Fi+I had to be added was to embed the edges of Gi into 2' -strong components; while Fi has strong components, G; = F~-Fi+l might not. However, we show below that we can add a much lighter graph to Gi to make it 2'-connected.
Since the approximation error in a phase is proportional to the values of the cuts in that phase, adding a graph with lighter cuts will reduce the approximation error. We define thk lighter graph as follows.
(i) = 2-(j-i) ad use ?'~)~i+l Fore E Gj andi~j,definere as the "deterministic part" added to Gi to make the Sampling Theorem work (recall that r, F denotes the graph F with the weight of edge e multiplied by re ) The main observation is:
Lemma 3.2 LetH be a 2i -strong component of G. Then the subgraph r:) H of r?) F; is 2' -strong as well.
Proofi We use downward induction on i. The claim holds for the largest value of i, when F;+ I is empty, since then r~i) Fi = F;. In the inductive step, let H be a 2'-strong component. Proofl Let H be a 2i -strong component of Fi. Let us apply Theorem 1.14 for H(X~i)). We get M < 2i+l/p6 and 2 z 2i by Lemma 3.2. Plugging in we find that the error bound is 2(d + 2) (M/2) in n = e/2. The claim for F, follows by summing cut values over all 2*-strong components.
•1
Now the proof is completed by the same method as the previous subsection, by using Lemma 3.3 with the new random
Here Equation 7 follows by noting that Fj =~%>, G, and then exchanging the order of the summation. Equa60n 8 fol-(t) _ z-(~-~) fore & Gj, implying lows by noting that r.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.11.
Finding strong connectivities
We could efficiently compress graphs if we could efficiently find the strong connectivities of edges. To be able to use the Compression Theorem, we do not even require the exact values c.. For example, if we have estimates E. = @(c,), the Compression Theorem remains true with a constant-factor change in the expected number of edges and the error bound.
Unfortunately, even to quickly approximate strong connectivities is an open question. However, we now show that it is possible to find reasonably good lower bounds 6. S c.. If we set P. = p/15e 2 p/c, in the Compression Theorem we only reduce the variances of our edge variables and therefore get no worse an error bound than with the correct C= values. In this modified setting, we can no longer use Theorem 1.12: we must re-prove that the expected number of edges in the compressed graph G~,] is O(np). A Chernoff bound then proves that the bound holds with very high probability.
Our basic plan is the following. Lemma 3.1 says that any graph with k(n -1) or more edges has a k-strong component. It follows that at most k(n -1) edges are k-weak (that is, have strong connectivity less than k). For otherwise the subgraph consisting of those edges would have a k-strong component, a contradiction.
For each value k = 1,2,4, 8,..., m, we will find a set of k(rt -1) edges containing all the k-weak edges (note that every edge is m-weak). We set& = k for all edges in this set, thus establishing lower bounds for which the Compression Theorem works. The expected number of edges sampled under this basic scheme would be log m 2'(n -l)(p/2') = O(przlog??z).
i=fl
We will eventually describe a more sophisticated scheme that eliminates the factor of log m. Our first goal is to identify the k-weak edges. An obvious tool is a sparse connectivity certificate. Recall that this certificate contains Ic(n -1) edges that include all edges with (standard) connectivity less than k-that is, all edges that cross a cut of value less than k. Nagamochi and Ibaraki [N192b] give an algorithm Certificate that finds sparse certificates in O(m) time on unweighed graphs and O(rn + n log n) time on weighted graphs.
Unfortunately, although a sparse k-certificate contains all edges with standard connectivity less than k, it need not contain all edges with strong connectivity less than k, since some such edges might not cross any cut of value less than k. We must therefore perform some extra work. In Figure 1 we give an algorithm WeakEdges for identifying edges with C. < k.
It uses the Nagamochi-Ibaraki Certificate algorithm as a subroutine. Proofi First suppose that Ghasnok-strong components, i.e. thatc.
< kforall edges. Then by Lemma 3.1, there are at most k(n -1) edges in G;hence atleast halfof the vertices have at most 2k incident edges (which define a cut of value at most 2k). In a iteration of the loop in WeakEdges, these vertices become isolated after removing the sparse certificate edges. We have shown that in a single loop iteration half of the non-isolated vertices of G become isolat~, hence in logz n. rounds we isolate all vertices of G. Thus all the edges of G are output by WeakEdges.
In the general case, let us obtain a new graph H by contracting each k-strong component of G to a vertex. Any sparse 2k-certificate of G contains the edges of a sparse 2k-certificate of II as well. Thus by the previous paragraph, all edges of H are output by WeakEdges.
But these are all the k-weak edges of G.
Sparse partitions
The above algorithm can cIearIy be implemented via O(log n) calls to the Nagamochi-Ibaraki Certificate algorithm. It follows that it runs in O(rrz log n) time on unweighed graphs and outputs a set of at most k(n -1) log n edges. In this section, we eliminate the Iog n factor in this approach by finding edge sets that are "sparser" than the Nagarnoehi-Ibaraki certificate.
The first observation we use is that a given k-certificate,?? may contain edges that are inside a connected component of G -E'. The edges in G -E' do not cross a cut of value at most k (since they are conneeted by a path of edges that do not cross such a cut), so the same holds for any edge of 13' whose endpoints are conneeted by a path in G -E'. We cart therefore remove any such edge from E' and put it back in G.
We can find the resulting reduced edge set by contracting all edges not in E', yielding a new graph G'. But now observe that any edge crossing a cut of value at most k in G also crosses such a cut in G' since we contract no edge that crosses a smaII cut. Thus we can find all such edges via a certificate in G'. Since G' has fewer vertices, the certificate has fewer edges. We can iterate this procedure until all edges in the certificate cross some cut of value at most k or until G' beeomes a single vertex. In the latter case, the original graph is k-connected, while in the former, if the current contracted graph has n' vertices, it has at most k(n' -1) edges. This motivates the following definition: Definition 4.2 A sparse k-partition, or k-partition, is a set E' of edges of G such that 1. E' contains all edges crossing cuts of value k or less in G, and 2. If G -E' has T connected components, then E' contains 2k(r -1) edges.
In fact, the construction just described yields a graph with at most k(r -1) edges, but we have relaxed the definition to O(k(r -1)) edges to allow for an efficient construction.
Procedure part it ion in Figure 2 outputs a sparse partition. It uses the Nagamochi-Ibaraki Cert i~icate algorithm and obtains a new graph G' by contracting those edges not in the certificate. It repeats this process until the graph is sufficiently sparse. 
Proofi
Correctness is clear since no weak edge is ever contracted; we need only bound the running time. Note that at a single recursion level the work done is just that of the call to Certificate which takes linear time [N192b] . Now suppose m/n > 2k. We find a sparse connectivity certificate with m'~kn edges and then contract the graph to n' vertices. If n' > n/2 then in the following iteration we will have m'/n' < (kn)/(n/2) < 2k and the algorithm will terminate. It follows that the number of vertices halves in every recursive call except the last.
Suppose G is unweighed. At each recursive call, the number of edges is at most k times the number of vertices-thus the number of edges halves in each recursive call. It follows that T'(m, n) = O(m)+ T(m/2, n/2) = O(m). If G is weighted, we must use the O(m + n log n)-time algorithm of [N192a] to find sparse certificates. Furthermore, we cannot ensure that the number of edges halves, but only that the total weight of edges halves. However, the vertex-reduction argoment still applies. Therefore, T'(rn, n) = O(rn+n log n) + 'T(m, n/2) = O(mlog n).
u Lemma 4.4 I@artition is used instead of Certi f icate in a call to WeakEdges (G, k] , then algorithm weakEdges runs in O(m log n) time on unweighed graphs and O(m log2 n) time on weighted graphs and returns a set of at most 4k(r -1) edges that partitions G into r connected components.
ProoR The running time is clear from the previous lemma. To prove the edge bound, consider a particular connected component remaining in a particular iteration of WeakEdges.
A call to !?arti tion returns a set of 4k(s -1) edges that breaks that component into s subcomponents (the multiplier 4 arises from the fact that we look for a 2k-partition).
That is, it uses at most 4k (s -1) edges to increase the number of connected components by s -1. We can therefore charge 4k edges to each of the new components that gets created, Accumulating these charges over all the calls to Partition shows that if WeakEdges outputs 4k(r -1) edges then those edges must split the entire graph into at least r components. 
Assigning Estimates
we now give an algorithm Est irnation for estimating strong connectivities in Figure 3 . We use subroutine WeakEdges to find a small edge set containing all edges e with C= < k but replace the Nagamochi-Ibaraki Certificate implementation with our algorithm Part it ion to reduce the number of output edges. Proofi We prove the following by induction on n: regardless of k, for any n-vertex graph G, Estimation(G, k) assigns values t= such that~l/Ze < 4(n -1). The expected number of edges then follows as in Theorem 1.12.
The base case of a single vertex is trivial. For the inductive step, consider a call to Es t imat ion (G, k) . We first call WeakEdges(G, k), which returns a set of 4k(r -1)) edges that partition G into r connected components GI, ..., G, of sizes nl, . . ..np. Let us assume without loss of generality that r > 1, since otherwise Estimation simply recurses on the same graph without assigning any E. values until this is so. We now recursively call Estimation on the graphs Gi. Now we describe how to extend our results to weighted graphs.
The main theorems (Theorems 1.11 and 1.12) hold for multigraphs (graphs with parallel edges). Hence we can apply these theorems to weighted graphs by scaling all weights up, rounding them to integers, and replacing an edge of weight w be w parallel copies of the same edge. Notice that the error-bounding theorems are independent of the number of edges in G (which may become huge in this process).
On the algorithmic side, things are less simple. First of all, the simple m-step procedure of selecting each edge with probability pe is no longer polynomial in n. This minor problem is solved by several linear-time algorithms for sampling weighted graphs [Kar94a]-for example, one can sample from the binomial (or Poisson) distribution that each edge of the weighted graph induces when each unit of weight is thought of as an individual edge.
The main difficulty in weighted graphs is in the estimation procedure for c.. If the total edge weight A4 is polynomial, the solution is straightforward.
Nagamochi and Ibaraki give an O(m + n log n)-time weighted-graph implementation of their Certificate algorithm [N192a] that we can use to implement Estimation in O(m log n) time. However, the& values may now be as large as M, meaning that O(log A4) levels of recursion will be required in Partition.
To deal with this problem, we show how to localize our computation of strong connectivities to a small "window" of relevant connectivity values.
Lemma 5.1 Suppose we contract all edges of G with weight exceeding w+ and delete all edges with weightless than w -/n3 to get a new graph G'. Suppose e has strong connectivity c. in G, with w -< C. < w'. Then its strong connectivity c; in G1 satisfies (1 -l/n)c.
S CL S cc.
ProoR We first prove c: < c.. Suppose that after we contract the specified edge, we find edge e in a component H' with connectivity c: > C=. Consider the preimage H of that component in G-it must have connectivity at most C.. The claim is that contracting all edges of weight exceeding w+ in H yields H' with connectivity c:. Since H has connectivity at most c,,
Sort the edges in decreasing weight order initialize' asan empty graph repeat W + maximum remaining edge weight add every edge of weight greater than W/n5 to G' Call Estimation(G') Contract every G' edge of weight exceeding W/n until no edges remain Figure 4 WindowEs t imat ion for weighted graphs mented to run in O(m logz n) time.
Proofi The contractions in WindowEs t imat ion can be implemented using a standard union-find data structure [CLR90] . Each time an edge is contracted, a union is called on its endpoints. Each time an edge is added, find operations can identify its endpoints. Therefore, the additions and contractions of edges do not affect the running time. Instead, the running time is determined by the repeated calls to Estimation.
Note, however, that the "window" of considered edges ranges from W/n5 to W, and that each iteration of the loop reduces W by a factor of n. Therefore, every edge is in the window at most 5 times. It follows that the total size of graphs passed to Es t imat ion is O(m). The claimed time bound follows. u 6 Applications
We now prove the application corollaries in the introduction. there must be a cut of value at most c, < w+ in H. Since only edges of weight exceeding w+ are contracted, no edge across the small cut is contracted, so that If' still has comectivity at most cc-a contradiction.
Therefore, c: < c.. To prove that c: > c. (1 -l/Tz), just note that the total weight of deleted edges is at most (~) w-/n3 < cc/n. u We now apply the above "windowing" lemma in our algorithms. We begin with a simple rough estimate for the strong connectivity values. Suppose we construct a maximum spanning tree (MST) for G. Let de be the minimum weight of an edge on the MST-path between the endpoints of e. The quantities d. can be determined in linear time using an MST verijicafion algorithm [DRT92] . Clearly, c.~d,. However, if we remove all edges of weight d. or greater, then we disconnect the endpoints of e. There are at most (~) such edges, so the weight removed is at most n2 de. Therefore, C.~nz de. This gives us an initial factor of nz estimate de < c, < nzde.
For convenience we now delete every edge e whose weight is less than d,/n3.
Since the minimum cut separating the endpoints of e is at least d., this deletion can change the value of any cut by a relative factor of at most I/n-negligible in our approximation algorithms. So we can assume that every edge e has weight at least d,/n2~c./ n4. Now assume that the maximum edge weight in G is W, and that our goal is to find the strong comectivity of every edge e with c. > W/n.
If we consider the sub aph of G made up F only of edges with weight at least W/n , we do not significantly change any of the strong comectivities we care about. Thanks to the deletions of the previous paragraph, every edge e with C. > W/n will have weight at least W/n5 and will therefore be present in our subgraph. In the new graph, we can mn algorithm Est imat ion with a starting & value of W/n and therefore finish in O(m log2 n) time. This will assign correct approximate values Z. to any edge e with c. 2 W/n.
Given that all strong cormectivities exceeding W/n have now been correctly assigned, we now contract all edges with weight exceeding W/n. This gives us a new graph whose maximum edge weight is W/n.
We cart repeat the previous paragraph's algorithm in the new graph, then contract more edges. Each time, we reduce the maximum edge weight by a factor of n. Eventually, we will have contracted all the graph edges and will have assigned all the ?. values. This approach is detailed in our algorithm WindowEs t imat ion in Figure 4 .
Lemma 5.2 Procedure WindowEs t imat ion can be imple-6.1 Minimum s-t cuts.
Let us fix a pair of verticess and t. Let 0 be the value of a minimum cut separatings from t in the compressed graph G k,].
We show that the minimum s-t cut value v in G is within (1 + 36)0. By Theorem 1.11, with high probability the s-t minimum cut C in G has has VAL(C, G~e])~(1 + e)v. Thus 0~(1 + e) v. Furthermore, with high probability every cut of G with value exceeding (1 + 3C)V in G will have value at least (1 -c)(1 + 36)~(1+ C)V in G~e] and therefore will not be the minimum cut of G~,].
We can find art approximate value 0 of the minimum s-t cut (and an s-t cut with this value) by computing a maximum flow in the O(n log n /cZ)-edge graph G~e]. The maximum flow algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88] has a running time of O(nm log(n2 /m)) which decreases to a running time of 0(n2 log2 n /e2 ) after compression. Alternatively, the classical augmenting path algorithm [FF56, AM093] for finding a flow of value v can be used to find an s-t cut of value at most (1+ 6)v in time O(nv log n /e').
Sparsest cuts
A sparsest cut (C] V -C) of a graph G minimizes the ratio It is AfP-hard to find the value of a sparsest cut. To find an a-approximate value of a sparsest cut, we use the approach of the previous subsection: we compute a~-approximate sparsest cut in the compressed graph G~. ]. This cut is then an a = (1+ e)@approximate sparsest cut of G. An algorithm of Klein, Stein and Tardos [KST90] finds an O(log n)-approximation to a sparsest cut in 0(m2 log m) time. By running their algorithm on G~.], we will find an O(log n)-approximate sparsest cut in 0(n2 log3 n/64) time.
Conclusion
We have given new, stronger applications of random sampling to problems involving cuts in graphs. The natural open question is whether these approximation algorithms can be made exact. A partial affirmative answer was given in [Kar94a], but it only gives a useful speedup for graphs with large minimum
